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Ingrid desires nothing more than to train as a Viking shieldmaiden. Overprotective, her parents

sheltered her from the realities of warrior life in their peaceful farming village. Forced into a

mundane lifestyle, her dreams of glory on the battlefield urge her to practice in secret.When an

ancient evil emerges and threatens the village, Ingrid seizes the opportunity to prove herself.

Stowing aboard her fatherâ€™s dragon ship, she hurtles toward danger and comes face to face with

abilities hidden deep within. As she struggles to understand her powers, strange beings, both

beautiful and terrifying put her newfound strengths to the test. To make matters worse, she is pulled

into Asgard and warned that all the realms are in turmoil. Only Ingrid holds the power to restore

peace and order. Plunged into a destiny beyond her wildest dreams, she must decide what to do.

How can a simple farm girl change the fate of nine realms? Will she take the risk to find out?
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I started reading "Ingrid The Viking Maiden" and had a hard time putting it down! This is a quick



thrilling read with the author describing every detail to make the story and the characters come

alive! I can't wait for book #2. Congratulations to Naomi Jane Kelly on her new book, very good!

I really enjoyed this book. It held my interest to the end and now I can't wait until the next one to

come out! Naomi has a unique way of writing that makes you feel like you are right there with Ingrid

as she goes through her struggles and adventures.

LOVE, LOVE, LOVE! This book is a must read for those with teen daughters who want them to have

strong, heroine role models or older folk (such as myself :) ) who enjoy seeing a young girl find her

true path in life. Naomi draws fantasy into the ancient Norse culture subtly at first and then she

smacks you with it later -- but in a good way! You can't help but wonder why you didn't see it coming

when everything else in Ingrid's life screams magic and otherness. I also found myself adoring

Selby, Ingrid's best friend and while she didn't get exactly what she wanted in this novel I have high

hopes for the future that Selby will get what she deserves. She's just so darn likable!As for craft, I

feel that Naomi was particularly gifted in using the senses in her writing. Her use of smell, touch,

hearing, and taste evoke images that many authors can't get me to feel when they use only vision

(and soooo many authors seem to rely on this one sense). It made the story feel real and well

rounded. I can't recommend this novel enough and will be awaiting the next novel in the Viking

Maiden series!

I can soooo relate to the heroine Ingrid...I want to be Ingrid! This author is especially good at

describing setting so that I felt like I was there...through my senses. "Closing her eyes, she smelled

the sweet aroma of the fresh grasses as well as the musty odor of lanolin coming from the sheep."

I really enjoyed your book. your writing brought the characters to life. Great ending! I am hooked.

Please hurry with your next book.I hope it will be a movie someday. Congratulation on your

outstanding work.
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